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Many writing center visits deal with two concerns: planning or revising text. Yet
it often seems that no matter how many strategies for planning and revising we
recommend to and model for clients, many of them continue to visit us for
these same difficulties.
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Dr. R. Evon Hawkins
Why do clients struggle with creating rhetorical plans and globally revising their
texts, and how can peer tutors help clients cultivate effective planning and
revision practices? Problems with planning and revising differ depending upon
the student and the task. Nevertheless, many clients may struggle because
they don’t view writing as a problem-solving process that involves addressing a
particular audience, selecting and narrowing not only a “topic” but a thesis and
support, establishing a purpose for the text, and creating a persona. Instead,
clients come to writing with “ideas” for what they want to write about and begin
producing text as soon as they feel they have “something to say.” Because
clients have paid scant attention to audience, purpose, or persona, as their
resulting products show, they have no starting point from which to review how
or if their texts have successfully addressed an audience, achieved a purpose,
or created an ethos.
Linda Flower and John Hayes posit that what we consider to be “sophisticated”
text results from sophisticated representations of a rhetorical problem. Flower
and Hayes define the rhetorical problem “as an elaborate construction which

the writer creates in the act of composing” (“Cognition” 22). That is, writers
develop goals for “affecting the reader, creating a persona or voice, building a
meaning, and producing a formal text” (24) based on the audience, subject,
purpose, and ethos they represent to themselves.
Writing center tutors can help clients understand writing as a process for
solving a task-specific rhetorical problem, thereby enabling clients to make
rhetorical planning and global revision part of their writing processes. Doing so,
however, means going beyond the truism that sophisticated rhetorical problemsolving results in sophisticated text. We must examine how rhetorical problemsolving seems to influence student writers’ planning, drafting, and reviewing
processes in order to better understand the role metacognitive awareness plays
in rhetorical problem-solving.
First, I want to clarify my use of the term “metacognition,” which is often
defined as “thinking about thinking.” While this simple definition suffices for the
broad strokes, when applying metacognition to tutoring it is as reductive as
saying cognition is just “thinking.” It glosses over the vast array of mental
processes that comprise “thought.”

Metacognitive knowledge is valuable because it enhances
expertise in selecting and applying writing strategies such as
outlining, diagramming, glossing, or proofreading.
“Metacognition” serves as an umbrella term covering a host of meta-level
activities that guide cognition. These activities can be separated into three
categories: (1) metacognitive knowledge, or our understanding of our cognitive
processes; (2) metacognitive experience, or feelings generated by cognitive
activity, such as “feelings of knowing”; and (3) metacognitive skills, or control
of cognition through planning, monitoring, and regulating thought.
We are not always aware of our metacognitive processes, for some
metacognition occurs either tacitly, below the threshold of awareness, or
automatically, because expertise precludes the need for awareness. Heightened
consciousness of cognitive activity is not necessary for all writers on all tasks;
however, neither tacit nor automated metacognition has been shown to
increase knowledge of our cognitive acts since we cannot articulate or reflect
upon these processes. Metacognitive knowledge is valuable because it enhances
expertise in selecting and applying writing strategies such as outlining,
diagramming, glossing, or proofreading.
According to cognitive scientists Janet Davidson, Rebecca Deuser, and Robert
Sternberg, all problem-solving includes cognitive processes for creating mental
representations of the problem, establishing goals for a successful outcome,
and handling difficulties while transforming “problem” into “solution.” Davidson,
Deuser, and Sternberg’s research indicates that the complexity of problemsolving requires meta-level attention to planning, monitoring and regulating
cognition. Likewise, Flower and Hayes claim the cognitive complexity of
rhetorical problem-solving demands metacognitive processes that support task
representation and goal-setting.
I saw this evidenced during a semester-long inquiry into metacognitive
activities advanced undergraduate writers appeared to take during composition.
After recognizing that the writing task was “ill-defined” (it did not specify
everything the writer needed to know to produce a successful text), participants
defined audience, purpose, and ethos for themselves and established goals for

addressing those elements. But rhetorical problem-solving didn’t seem to stop
there. My student illuminated metacognitive processes that confirmed Flower
and Hayes’ linkage of sophisticated texts to these participants’ representations
of sophisticated rhetorical problems.
First, metacognitive skills for planning what to say and how to say it prompted
participants to define and establish goals for addressing the rhetorical problem.
For example, as he prepared an encyclopedic entry on the disappearance of the
dinosaurs for an imaginary student publication by Rolling Stone magazine, one
participant, Jemarcus, stated that his purpose was to inform readers on his
topic. As he sorted through research on the subject, his purpose became
increasingly refined, eventually encompassing goals for making his text
interesting to readers who might not know or care about the dinosaurs; to
articulate complex theories in a language and organization his readers would
find easy to process; and to use the entry to prompt readers’ desire to know
more about his topic. Thus through metacognitive planning participants
appeared to integrate their network of rhetorical goals into a meta-level model
of the text they wished to produce. This model provided a reference point from
which participants generated ideas for composing both before and during text
production.
Second, metacognitive skills for monitoring and regulating cognitive behavior
were informed by participants’ meta-level models, for participants seemed to
use these to evaluate the success of their emerging texts in achieving rhetorical
goals. In Jemarcus’ case, for instance, he reported that after creating a rough
outline of the encyclopedic entry in Microsoft Word, he realized that he was
including too much irrelevant information, such as an entire section devoted to
his sources’ methodological approaches. His goal of making the text
“accessible” to readers, as he termed it, was not being met because he was
including information that might unnecessary confuse his readers.

My research suggests that writers are able to apply the web of
purpose to planning, drafting, and revising because throughout
the process of composition they make rhetorical decisions based
on how well their actual text matches their meta-level model.
As Jemarcus discovered, rhetorical goals often do not automatically translate
into successful texts. For one thing, participants’ reported that their task
representations and goals evolved as they composed and reviewed, requiring
on-going attention to how or if their original meta-level models were still
desirable. For another, what Linda Flower has called “goal networks,” the
interrelated and emerging sense of purpose (or purposes) writers create during
planning, drafting, and reviewing, seemed too vast and complex for participants
to fully realize all of their goals in a text.
In “The Construction of Purpose in Reading and Writing,” Flower posits that
instead of a single purpose (i.e., “to inform”) for a text, writers create an
elaborate, multivalent “web of purpose” in which some goals are privileged,
some are forgotten, and some are revised during composition. For instance,
Jemarcus ultimately concluded that he could not find a “common thread” which
tied the disparate theories on how the dinosaurs disappeared together; the
experts simply disagreed. Instead, he reportedly focused more on clearly
differentiating these theories so that readers could make their own informed
decision about which was more realistic. Furthermore, as he composed
Jemarcus became increasingly convinced that a student encyclopedia should do

more than inform; he believed his text needed to make readers want to learn
more about his topic. To achieve this goal, he focused on the “thrill of scientific
discovery” he saw running through each of his sources.
Like many participants, Jemarcus’ goals were selectively realized as he read his
emerging text against the model text he wished to create. Some original
rhetorical goals were revised, and some new goals emerged as he wrote and
reviewed his text. My research suggests that writers are able to apply the web
of purpose to planning, drafting, and revising because throughout the process
of composition they make rhetorical decisions based on how well their actual
text matches their meta-level model.
Before turning to how tutors can apply this research to clients’ planning and
revising strategies, I want to stress that the following techniques should help
clients take control of their own writing processes. As writing tutors, our goal is
to produce better writers, not just better texts.
Using Rhetorical Goals to Plan Texts
To create representations of rhetorical tasks that lead to sophisticated goals for
addressing readers, making meaning, and producing text, clients need to see
planning as explicitly connected to rhetorical problem-solving. Flower terms this
type of abstract, rhetorical planning “constructive.” Constructive planning goes
beyond generating ideas for content, or “what to say,” in order to direct writers
toward recognizing and deeply defining the aspects of a rhetorical problem and
establishing rhetorical goals for addressing them.
Peer tutoring sessions can facilitate constructive planning since the give-andtake of conversation with a knowledgeable peer challenges clients to articulate
sophisticated rhetorical goals for their texts. Clients may also benefit from a
planning tool Flower calls the “Planner’s Blackboard.” Representing the cognitive
space in which writers plan, the Blackboard serves as “a visual metaphor for
the theory of constructive planning” (Construction 144). The “background” of
the Blackboard is content knowledge, yet it also foregrounds three essentials of
constructive planning: Purpose and Key Point, Audience, and Text Conventions.
Thus the Blackboard explicitly cues students to consider the rhetorical aspects
of their writing plans while also facilitating metacognition as it “encourages
writers to…create links across these different concerns or to consolidate their
ideas by looking at the big picture” (145). In sum, the Blackboard prompts
awareness of rhetorical problem-solving that may in turn bolster the creation of
sophisticated rhetorical plans that guide composition.
Using Rhetorical Goals to Globally Revise Texts
Working from a rhetorical plan is only one part of the rhetorical problem-solving
process, for then writers must carry out this plan in their texts. Rhetorical plans
are most fully realized through on-going and post-translation “re-seeing” of text
and ideas. Cognitively, reviewing texts involves subprocesses for “evaluating”
and “revising.” Flower and Hayes (“Writing”) relate that a writer’s original
rhetorical goals are important to this process because they provide the criteria
by which writers determine the success of their emerging texts and offer
suggestions for where and how the writer should revise.

Writing teachers and researchers have long recognized the
importance of arming students with strategic repertoires for
complex tasks like revision, yet knowing what strategies are

available doesn’t mean clients will choose an effective one.
As part of rhetorical problem-solving, “evaluating” seems supported by
metacognitive monitoring skills for reading texts based on the meta-level
model. Evaluation also involves clients’ abilities to critique and revise their own
texts, instead of depending on teachers or tutors to do so for them. Kathleen
Blake Yancey calls such writer-directed evaluations “self-assessment.” According
to Yancey, three types of knowledge underpin self-assessment: self-knowledge
of “the fit between what the writer hoped to say and then got onto the page”
(15); content knowledge of the writer’s topic; and task knowledge of “the role
audience and purpose play, strategies for developing a persuasive argument,
ways of voicing different kinds of texts” (16). Metacognitive awareness of self-,
content, and task knowledge may provide clients with a focal point for critically
re-reading their texts.
Self-assessment itself encompasses four steps: (1) knowing, or the self-,
content, and task knowledge a writer can verbalize about her/his text; (2)
liking, or the criteria s/he can articulate for appreciating her/his text as a
reader; (3) critiquing, or the plans s/he can present for changing text to better
fit those criteria; and (4) applying, or her/his ability to execute revision plans.
Unfortunately, these steps are not self-evident to clients. Yancey suggests that
having clients reflect on these processes increases awareness of the influence
that rhetorical plans can have on strategies for evaluating and revising texts.
Tutors are well-placed to assist with reflective thinking because they often deal
with texts-in-progress; thus they can help clients think reflectively about
particular writing tasks, not about “writing” in general, and about specific
mental activities, not “process” in the abstract. What we want reflection to do
for clients, as Flower has said, is to help them “recognize some of the
complexity of their rhetorical situations, to acknowledge and to honor multiple
and often conflicting goals" (Construction 289) so that they can consciously
attend to the ongoing work of rhetorical problem-solving as they revise. Once
clients create a revision plan, they must execute it by revising their text.
Evaluation encourages clients to focus their revisions on achieving rhetorical
goals, but they als need strategies for enacting revisions plans.
Writing teachers and researchers have long recognized the importance of
arming students with strategic repertoires for complex tasks like revision, yet
knowing what strategies are available doesn’t mean clients will choose an
effective one. Their choice depends upon “executive control,” the evaluation,
selection, application, and adaptation of effective cognitive strategies. The basis
of executive control is the client’s strategic repertoire, but it also depends upon
meta-awareness of how a strategy can be applied to a particular writing
situation.
My research indicates that once writers see revision as intended to help them
realize rhetorical plans, they may be better equipped to select revision
strategies tailored to their specific needs. In other words, making explicit to
clients that revision is a goal-directed process focused on achieving a richlydefined set of rhetorical goals can make them aware of what strategies they
could use to enact a revision plan, why some strategies would be preferable to
others, and how the selected strategies could be adapted to a task.
By way of conclusion, I want to emphasize that these tutoring techniques are
not meant to teach clients “the” rhetorical problem-solving process, nor are
they intended to have clients cultivate awareness for the sake of awareness.

Instead, these techniques address the needs of clients hampered not by
unwillingness or inability to plan or to revise, but by a misconception of what
planning and revision help writers accomplish. When clients understand writing
as a problem-solving process, they are more likely to understand why the
planning strategies we call “constructive” and the revising strategies we call
“global” are necessary, as well as how to invoke those strategies on specific
writing tasks. Therefore, the goal of (un)complicating planning and revising is
to make the metacognitive processes supporting rhetorical problem-solving
visible and accessible to clients, who then have the option of taking control of
these processes for themselves.
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Cindy E. Officer
Tutorial & Instructional Programs (TIP) of Gallaudet University is
undergoing major transformation as this article is being written. This evolution
includes a complex debate of what a “writing” center should be. What readers
will see here is a snapshot of an evolving writing center program being
redefined by the university's new mission.
History
Gallaudet University for 144 years has been an institution of higher education
for Deaf and Hard of Hearing people and Gallaudet has also been described as a
beacon, a witness, and an archivist of Deaf and Hard of Hearing heritage and
culture. The Deaf experience, similar to those of other minority groups, has
been defined by a long history of oppression and survival. For over a century,
Gallaudet has been viewed by Deaf and Hard of Hearing people as a place
where communication barriers suddenly “slip away” and access to higher
education can be realized. Thousands of Deaf and Hard of Hearing people
through the decades have earned their degrees from this university. Notably
Gallaudet has always been a place where signing was accepted even against
more than a century of adversity. For the last 120 years — a period in Deaf
history referred to as Oralism — Deaf and Hard of Hearing children and their
families have been subjugated to often brutal policies, practices and discourse
aimed at preventing them from learning or using sign language to communicate
— many bordering on apartheidistic and holocaustic — in the name of fixing or
concealing “broken ears.” Only in the past 20 years has Oralism tapered off as
knowledge and acceptance of various sign languages as true, natural languages

has risen (Ladd 8-9). American Sign Language (ASL) — the language of Deaf
and Hard of Hearing Americans — was thought to be either a crude collection of
gestures, or to be an “inferior” form of English. However, linguistic research
beginning in the 1960s has shown that ASL is a true, complete and rich
language in its own right, unrelated to English. By 2006, forty states had
recognized American Sign Language (ASL) as a foreign language (Harrington).
However, ASL users hold a linguistic minority status in a country that does not
have sustained governmental recognition for this group (Ladd 7). Taking its
proud tradition of supporting sign language farther, Gallaudet University in
August of 2007 adopted a new mission statement touting bilingualism:
“Gallaudet University, federally chartered in 1864, is a bilingual, diverse,
multicultural institution of higher education that ensures the intellectual and
professional advancement of deaf and hard of hearing individuals through
American Sign Language and English. Gallaudet maintains a proud tradition of
research and scholarly activity and prepares its graduates for career
opportunities in a highly competitive, technological, and rapidly changing world”
(Gallaudet). As a result of this new mission statement the university has been
undergoing institutional and systematic changes while being constantly mindful
of “language privilege” — a catchphrase derived from “white privilege” — that is
used to signify systematic oppression of Deaf and Hard of Hearing people and
their language ASL, by favoring English as a superior language of learning.

TIP's role is gradually becoming one of promoting fluency in
English and ASL as distinct languages.
A Writing AND Signing Center
As a result of the new university mission, Gallaudet students are now required
to increase acquisition of both languages during their tenure at the university.
Shortly after Gallaudet adopted its new mission statement, Tutorial &
Instructional Programs changed its mission to: “providing bilingual instructional
support programs to assist students in achieving their academic goals as well as
providing training and support for peer tutors.” This means TIP, like other
student programs, must now provide fair, even equitable, services and training
in both English and ASL. The term “writing center” suddenly became construed
as oppressive because it favors writing and ignores signing. Through a new
bilingual lens, even the mere term “writing” specifically points to writing in
English thereby disregarding a place for ASL. Suddenly TIP with its “writing
center” was a program only half-operational. The other half needed to be
created in support of academic ASL. Thus TIP has entered an era of incredible,
mind-boggling challenges that continues as this article is being drafted.
Challenge One: Understanding the Bilingual Continuum
TIP's role is gradually becoming one of promoting fluency in English and ASL as
distinct languages. When examining bilingualism, it is important to note that
bilinguals in general are seldom fluent in both languages (Grosjean 23). A
majority of bilinguals acquire various languages at some point in life and this is
especially true of Deaf and Hard of Hearing students. Many come to Gallaudet
exhibiting more fluency in either ASL or in English. Historically Gallaudet has
been a place where the attitude was to tear down communication barriers for
deaf and hard of hearing people and this was usually done by mixing English
and ASL and, thus, most people found themselves along a situational
continuum which induces different language modes (Grosjean 23). This is true
for the tutoring experience.

In response to the new mission, Gallaudet faculty adopted a new
curriculum with more courses requiring assignments to be done
in English and in ASL whereas in the past nearly all graded
coursework was done in written English.
Challenge Two: Redefining Roles
Last fall, “Writing Advisors” became “Language Advisors.” The title “Language
Advisor” identifies the person, usually a peer, who guides students in literacy
and “signacy.” Signacy refers to the ability to use a visual/manual medium of
linguistic transmission in the form of watching, signing/attending whereas more
common term “oracy” refers listening, speaking and spoken interaction (Nover
and Everhart). Students come to TIP to get writing advice on written English
assignments, and similarly they come to TIP to get signing advice on
presentations using ASL. In nearly all sessions, the natural discourse between
the Language Advisor and student continues to show both parties reverting to
mixing English and ASL through signacy. In the past as in the present, most
Language Advisors and students sign to each other when discussing written
coursework but will not use either ASL or English monolingually. Such is a
common scenario where bilinguals who share their two languages will normally
mix languages to achieve an end result (Grosjean). For TIP the end result is
assisting students in achieving their academic goals.
Challenge Three: Hiring Practices
In response to the new mission, Gallaudet faculty adopted a new curriculum
with more courses requiring assignments to be done in English and in ASL
whereas in the past nearly all graded coursework was done in written English.
TIP has been faced with the question — How does one gauge another's fluency
in American Sign Language? It appears easy to help another person with
English. The professional staff of TIP has long been required to possess nativeuse of English, have credentials in English and be able to determine if Language
Advisor candidates have strong English skills. For Language Advisors there are
resplendent English resources to provide assistance and feedback when English
becomes troublesome. Usually one needs to look no farther than five feet to
find peers, books, or the internet for help. Nearly all Language Advisors are
hired based on recommendations from English instructors, the quality of their
writing sample, and their “sign communication” abilities. In other words, they
need to be more fluent in English than in ASL. This can easily be construed as
being oppressive to many Deaf and Hard of Hearing people whose fluency lies
more in ASL.
Challenge Four: Evaluating Language Advisors in ASL Proficiency
Unfortunately resources in ASL acquisition are deplorably scarce, and much of
the minimal resources available have been viewed as outdated, controversial,
inadequate, and even invalid. There are no standard K-12 curriculums in ASL
instruction to say nothing of college curriculum. Because quite a few renowned
ASL experts are connected to the university, Gallaudet has chosen to take
leadership in further researching and developing ASL curriculums and
instruction. Incoming Gallaudet students are now evaluated on their ASL
abilities along with their English abilities and placed in both English and ASL
courses. In the meantime at the program level, TIP wrestles with how to
provide optimal signing advice services to students. Following a suggestion
from faculty members from Gallaudet's Department of ASL and Deaf Studies,
Language Advisors were asked to take the ASL Proficiency Inventory (ASLPI).

Twenty-two Language Advisors voluntarily took the ASLPI to provide a sampling
of ASL proficiency among a larger pool of Language Advisors. The ASLPI
involves an interactive process between a trained interviewer and the individual
being evaluated. This 30-minute process is video recorded and holistically
scored by three trained raters. The raters assign a proficiency level by
considering the examinee's performance in five areas: visual-gestural
production, ASL grammar, sign vocabulary, fluency and comprehension. Within
approximately two weeks, each Language Advisor received a raters’ report with
a rating for each of the five performance areas and an average rating. On a
scale of 1 to 5, only seven Language Advisors received an average rating of 4
or better. Of these seven, five Language Advisors received a K-12 education
from the rare school that intuitively encourages academic ASL in the classroom
as opposed to a school with a non-existing or a non-descript sign
communication policy, and one Language Advisor was homeschooled by his
mother who is a native ASL user. However 21 Language Advisors, 19 of whom
are university students, received a 4 or better on the ASLPI in the area of
comprehension which refers to overall understanding of the questions,
comments, and statements made during the interview. Also examined in the
area of comprehension were the Language Advisor’s spontaneity, responses to
questions, and ability to provide visual feedback to the interviewer. Of utmost
importance, these scores indicate that most Language Advisors exhibit near
native comprehension of ASL and conversely indicates they may not be able to
articulate why students are using ASL inappropriately. This is akin to an
English-speaking person thinking, “I know intuitively that was bad English but I
cannot explain why.” Without more resources and training in ASL semantics,
most Language Advisors are not as equipped to give signing advice as well as
they can give writing advice.

This is a unique situation where a writing center has been
dramatically impacted by a university changing its mission.
Challenge Five: Surrendering a Non-Directive Approach In Favor of
Expertise
In addition to its Language Advice Program, TIP is experimenting with
classroom-based tutoring (CBT) in two ASL courses this semester. One section
of ASL 101 and one section of ASL 102 have each been assigned a tutor who
attends class regularly, writes weekly progress reports to the instructor and
conducts weekly group and individual tutoring sessions. Fifteen percent of each
student’s course grade is determined by how frequently she or he meets with
the respective tutor. These tutors conduct signing conferences with pointers
from the instructor to work on various components of ASL semantics that
cannot be taught in the classroom due to time constraints. This collaboration
was created to explore viable ways to bring ASL to tutoring while mutually
benefitting the instructor. This approach may be perceived as complicit in which
the tutor potentially becomes the “long hand of the instructor's law” even
though this pilot is touted to be a safe place to practice ASL. Arguably these
tutors may also feel conflicted in their role after initially being trained to guide
students through the learning process without feeling compelled to meet
instructor expectations, then being retrained to do what the instructor expects.
A Look to the Future
Due to the lack of widespread education and resources in ASL, university
faculty have suggested more directive approach in promoting ASL and one

proposal includes making TIP in its entirety a fundamental unit of the
university’s future bilingual education center. While Harvey Kail and John
Trimbur may have identified writing centers as “semiautonomous” institutional
spaces located “outside the normal channels of teaching and learning” TIP’s
future may lie in being run by university faculty with a paid utilitarian staff to
teach ASL and English to students in direct collaboration with classroom
instruction. The upside of this design is that students will be put in direct
contact with the few ASL experts available. This is a unique situation where a
writing center has been dramatically impacted by a university changing its
mission. With all of the challenges being faced and the recurring answer being,
“I don’t know,” professional staff and faculty are forming working groups to
address how a bilingual mission statement changes instruction, tutoring, and
management. TIP will be prolific in these discussions but at the time of this
draft, it is not known where the future of TIP lies. This is a snapshot of
Gallaudet University’s Tutorial & Instructional Programs, March of 2008.
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worked in tutorial services for 13 years. Special thanks go to Terry Coye, Dane
Officer, Ellen Beck and Rhonda Madden for their feedback and support in
drafting this article.
‹ (Un)Complicating Planning
and Revising: Metacognition
and Problem-Based Tutoring
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Jeremiah Dyehouse, Assistant Professor at the University of Rhode Island
and Director of the Writing Center, is heading up a research project to
examine how new technology affects student writers, their writing process, and
learning interactions among participants and tutors. The project hardware,
dubbed the “Collaboration Station” and funded by URI’s Writing Program and
College of Liberal Arts, is essentially a single computer/word processor that
incorporates two linked keyboards, monitors, and workstations to provide a
double window into one piece of writing. Thus, when a student retrieves an
electronic version of her paper, the Writing Center tutor and client can
simultaneously read, highlight, discuss, and edit that paper from two different
screens. Professor Dyehouse, along with URI’s Writing and Rhetoric faculty and
graduate students, will collect data regarding instructional sessions at the
Collaboration Station to consider how the interactions differ from traditional
tutoring methods. My purpose here is simply to describe this technology and
my experience with it.

We seemed to shift our roles from tutor and student to colleagues
discussing text and ideas, and the technology helped to facilitate
a more egalitarian conversation through what I casually referred
to as my "distant proximity."
I am a writer and an adjunct instructor at Rhode Island College; however,
through a temporary faculty appointment during 2007-08 with the URI Writing
Program, I was able to work with students in the Writing Center and at the
Collaboration Station. The process has been revealing. At first, I was

unimpressed when Dyehouse described the technology. My silent response was,
“Writing moves ideas out of one’s head and onto paper. With or without a
computer, the process is essentially the same.” I still believe this, but writing
and teaching are different, and I was amazed that the Collaboration Station led
me though its operating system at my first “accidental” collaboration on
November 1, 2007, when a student who had revised but not printed her paper
asked to electronically retrieve the updated version. The nearest computer was
the Collaboration Station, so that’s where we landed.
As we began to review the essay, I peered around the student’s shoulders,
pointed with my finger at her monitor, and read sections out loud for
discussion. A few minutes later I noticed that the second screen contained the
same play-by-play information, so I moved to the sidecar with its twin keyboard
and mouse, using the interactive cursor to direct attention to pertinent issues:
a run-on sentence or comma splice, problematic verb constructions, a vague
thesis or conclusion, soggy generalizations, improper documentation format,
logical contradictions, etc. At one moment, I highlighted a section of her paper
and said, “This might need work. What do you think?” We seemed to shift our
roles from tutor and student to colleagues discussing text and ideas, and the
technology helped to facilitate a more egalitarian conversation through what I
casually referred to as my “distant proximity.”

Thus far, I have worked with six or seven students at the
Collaboration Station, and in every instance the writer asked to
remain at the computer after our appointment.
One immediate consequence (for me) was a reduced stress level in the overall
interaction: no craning my neck to read the monitor, no hijacking the student’s
keyboard to offer a written suggestion as sometimes happens on a student
laptop, no hovering over the student’s left shoulder, right shoulder, or head like
a helicopter tutor. This was writer-to-writer hobnobbing. The student seemed
happy. The tutor was thrilled.
When I had other appointments at the Collaboration Station, students appeared
to quickly re-engage with their own papers during the sessions. And even
young techno-savants were sometimes surprised upon introduction to the
system. One freshman exclaimed, “Wow! We can both see this!” Thus far, I
have worked with six or seven students at the Collaboration Station, and in
every instance the writer asked to remain at the computer after our
appointment. In fact, I gently reprimanded one woman who held onto the
keyboard an additional two hours even when she was supposed to go to class.
She insisted, “I just had to get those ideas down before I forgot!” That’s
engagement of the third kind.
Still, despite the successes with students on the Collaboration Station, there
were initial problems with the operating technology. The prototype unit,
activated for Fall 2007, used dual computers, modified software, and a Y-cable
to split a dominant signal and send it to each screen. But when the system
went to sleep, the program would not come back on line without manually
disconnecting and reconnecting the Y-cable. And more often, students who
wanted to use independent computers would simply disconnect the splitter so
they could work on different projects. Further, it seemed that my initial
discounting of the technology was sometimes shared by others until they
understood how the system could be used. One afternoon, I watched a group of
five students discover the system in much the same way I did during my initial

“accidental” session. They were working on a collaborative project and were
crowded around a single screen and keyboard until one writer noticed that he
could sit at the second work station, read the same draft paper, and discuss it
with the group.
So again I was impressed that the technology seemed to be self-guiding and
writer friendly; nonetheless, to eliminate some of the initial operating problems,
Professor Dyehouse obtained additional hardware during winter break 2007/08
to drive the system from a single CPU. The Collaboration Station has since
come alive each day without misadventure, and its cyclopean nerve center can
no longer be disconnected or reconnected as separate systems when students
are struck with the notion that two computers would be better than one.
The research around the URI Collaboration Station is continuing though I left
my temporary Writing Center post in May 2008. I do not want to draw too
many conclusions based upon my brief experience with this new technology,
but I am interested to see what Professor Dyehouse and his colleagues might
discover. I expect and hope to see a more detailed analysis from the URI
Writing Program based upon multiple sessions with multiple tutors and students
over a longer period of time. And while I believe that the writing process–
shaping and reshaping ideas on paper or in a computer–is more engaging than
any supportive technology, there might be a breath of magic in a conjoined
workspace that seems to help students and tutors work together comfortably
and productively. I wish we had one at Rhode Island College. No, I wish we had
two.
____________________

Claudine Griggs is a lecturer at Rhode Island College, and she has worked in
the Writing Centers at Soka University and the University of Rhode Island.
Her publications include three nonfiction books and about a dozen articles.
‹ A Snapshot of an Evolving
Writing Center into a
Bilingual Service
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CFP: Spring 2009 Issue of Praxis: Writing Across the Curriculum and
Writing Centers
Praxis: A Writing Center Journal welcomes submissions for its Spring 2009
issue. Praxis welcomes essays on a wide range of topics related to writing
centers. We also encourage submissions on this issue’s theme: Writing Across
the Curriculum and Writing Centers. While some universities incorporate Writing
Across the Curriculum (WAC) programs into their writing centers, at other
universities they may be housed in different places or have no WAC program at
all. When WAC programs are paired with writing centers, how do they work
together and what policies and initiatives have come out of the collaboration?
When writing centers are not paired with WAC programs, how do they
communicate with WAC personnel and what types of collaboration or shared
initiatives develop? In universities where there are is no WAC program in place,
how does the writing center accommodate the writing expectations of the
variety of departments across the university? These are just some of the
possible questions to be addressed by this issue. Praxis encourages writers to
broadly interpret the topic or submit articles on other topics.
Submission guidelines:
Recommended article length is 1000 to 2000 words. Articles should conform to
MLA style. Send submissions as a Word document e-mail attachment to Patricia
Burns and Brooke Hunter at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu. Also include the writer’s
name, e-mail address, phone number, and affiliation. Because Praxis is a Webbased journal, please do not send paper; we do not have the resources to
transcribe printed manuscripts. Images should be formatted as jpeg files and
sent as attachments.
Deadline for Spring Issue: January 30, 2009
Praxis: A Writing Center Journal (praxis.uwc.utexas.edu/praxisarchive) is a
biannual electronic publication sponsored by the University of Texas
Undergraduate Writing Center, a component of the Department of
Rhetoric and Writing at the University of Texas at Austin. It is a forum for
writing center practitioners everywhere.
We welcome articles from writing center consultants and administrators related
to training, consulting, labor issues, administration, and writing center news,
initiatives, and scholarship. For further information about submitting an article
or suggesting an idea, please contact the editors at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu.
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Praxis interviews Cassie Ramel, a junior in Biochemistry and
International Studies and a writing consultant at Illinois College
Name: Cassie Ramel
Age: 20
Writing center: Illinois College Campus Writing Center
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Number of years working in writing centers: 4 semesters
Job title: Head Consultant
Describe the work you do in the writing center: I help plan campus
outreach programs, consult with clients in the writing center, help train
apprentices and consultants, and collaborate with Dr. Cochran in projects.
Describe the training you’ve participated in: My first semester in the
writing center I was an apprentice. The purpose of the apprenticeship is to
ensure that tutors at the writing center are properly trained in how to help
students become better writers instead of merely editing. I worked a couple
hours a week in the writing center with an experienced consultant so I could
listen in on their peer tutoring sessions. In addition, I took a course taught by
Dr. Cochran called “Writing, Revising, and Consulting Studio.” This class
combines stronger writers with less experienced writers and includes practice in
peer tutoring along with review of editing practices and peer tutoring theory.
Most writing classes that I’ve taken on this campus do some peer editing in
class, but Dr. Cochran’s class encouraged daily peer interaction in that we
worked with one another on a variety of writing assignments as well as the
more technical parts of writing like grammar and syntax. The class was very
helpful because it contributed to my understanding of how to tutor and also
refreshed my memory on grammar and mechanical problems.
How do you normally start a consultation? I normally greet each student
and ask him/her to sign into the log book. Then, I ask for assignment sheet and
make sure that the client understands the assignment. Before I read the paper,
I ask if the client has any specific concerns such as grammar, organization, or
context before I get started so then I know what to look for.
Describe your consulting style: I usually try to make the student feel
relaxed. I’ve found that just smiling and getting up to acknowledge students
coming into the center makes them feel important and welcome. If the

consultant has a bad attitude, then the session will not go well. I read the
assignment thoroughly and then read the paper once through just so I have a
feel for what the student needs to work on. Then, I go back through the paper
and point out errors that I’ve found. Once I’ve identified an error or a more
global writing problem, I make sure the student understands why it’s a problem
and then ask how he/she would change the paper to fix the error. Often I get
blank stares, so in that case I offer a suggestion so the student can have an
example and then have him/her revise the error in his/her own way.
My favorite kind of consultation is: one in which the student is very open
and responsive. I can usually tell quickly if the students have come on their
own accord or if they have been asked to come in by a professor. I also really
appreciate a student who is willing to defend his/her work because there are so
many different ways to make a statement and I know that I’m not always right.
My greatest strength as a consultant is: my knowledge of grammar rules.
For some reason I’ve always been pretty good at remembering how to write
using SAE. Of course, I make errors like everyone else, but I think the scienceloving part of me just remembers the structured rules of grammar.
My greatest weakness is: explaining an error. I know how to do the grammar
rules, but it’s hard to explain why grammar is the way it is. Simply saying
“because it sounds right” is not sufficient, especially to international ESL
students. Often I use reference materials within the writing center so I can use
that author’s definition as well as show the student some other examples.
What I like about working in a writing center is: helping other people. I
really like the feeling that I’ve helped someone learn how to better express
his/her ideas in a way that will get a positive response from a professor. I think
that many students really do like to express themselves through writing, but
often do not have strong enough skills to always make good grades. It is very
disheartening for students to constantly get poor grades on writing
assignments, sometimes without much feedback or with feedback that is
unclear to them, so I’m glad that I’m here to provide that feedback. While
grades are not the only thing that matters, earning a good grade on a laborintensive writing assignment is very rewarding because it shows that someone
else appreciates their writing as well.
What I don’t like is: having students with a bad attitude. Some professors at
Illinois College require students, especially first-year students, to come to the
writing center. When students simply sit at the table and nod their head silently
at every suggestion I make, I get frustrated. Writing is a way to argue a point,
and if that writer is not willing to improve the argument, then the meaning and
intensity of the assignment is lost.
My oddest consultation was: a girl that apparently didn’t realize that the
audience of the paper determines the formality of the paper. The assignment
defined the audience as someone that is familiar with the topic, such as a
professor. The formality should have been medium, but the paper was written
in a very colloquial style as if the girl were chatting with her best friend on the
phone. The paper was riddled with “likes” and “umms”, words that are often
used in informal speech but not in a paper. Also, the paper was due in about
thirty minutes so I did what I could but really just tried to emphasize to the girl
that her next writing assignment should be a bit more formal.
What advice would you give to beginning consultants? I think that

patience is a big part of consulting. Not all students are positively receptive to
suggestions and may become aggressive in their defenses. Consultants need to
just make sure that each client realizes that his/her individual voice will still be
heard but that there are certain standards when it comes to writing.
What kind of writing do you do? Because I am a science major, most of my
assigned writing consists of lab reports. Also, I am in an upper-level Spanish
class, so I do a variety of writing in that class such as diary entries, essays,
movie analyses, and so on. My classes don’t always provide the amount of
writing that I would like to do, so I’ve involved myself in writing-related
activities such as the writing center and Sigma Tau Delta, the English honor
society, to have an outlet.
How has working in a writing center affected the way you write? I think
I am more conscious of organizational methods now. I understand the
importance of a thesis, transitions, and introduction/conclusion paragraphs.
Reading other people’s work helps me to see that what is clearly written to the
writer may not always be clearly inferred by the reader, so I try to have greater
clarity in my writing.
What else do you want to tell us about yourself? I have always been
interested in writing, but my strongest interests are in science. I chose to come
to a liberal arts school because I have such a broad range of academic
interests. Working in the writing center exposes me to all types of writing
projects and has truly strengthened how I am able to express myself as a
writer and a tutor. Most of all, I’m glad that I have focused on strengthening my
writing skills because almost all jobs require that a person can express ideas
clearly in both written and spoken communication. I feel that I will have an
advantage in many things because I have not ignored the importance of clear
communication.
‹ CFP: Spring 2009 Issue of
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Rusty Carpenter
Ray Oldenburg, in The Great Good Place, writes about cafÃ©s, coffee shops, bookstores, and other places at
the heart of the community, making a case for the “informal public life and the Great Good Places essential
to it” (x). The writing center, in many ways, tries to replicate these cozy spaces, providing a place for
students to feel a sense of community with other interested writers. Some writing centers provide coffee or
snacks, while others simply provide a relaxing and supportive atmosphere that promotes conversation. In
large part, writing centers have embraced the role of the “great good place,” although the inviting ambiance
and personality do not always come across in virtual spaces. With the growing number of Online Writing
Labs (OWLs), how do we convey the inviting and supporting aura in our virtual spaces and consultations?
Technology, Space, and the Writing Center
Without a doubt, technology has found a home in the writing center. Many writing centers around the
country now use web sites and appointment management software in their daily work. Some also use
asynchronous e-mail or synchronous, real-time, instant messaging software (IM) in their consultations.
These technologies allow writing centers to reach a wider range of students, even if they are not able to visit
our physical location. If these technologies allow us to meet the growing demands of our universities, what’s
the problem with using them?
Two potential issues for writing centers arise when we consider this question. First, technologies are often
seen as uninviting. Online staff members, for example, might see the computer screen as cold, sterile, and
uninviting, as Eileen Apperson-Williams and David A. Carlson’s research reveals (285). Technology can also
be disruptive to the learning process by getting in the way between student and consultant. Johndan
Johnson-Eilola warns, “On the one hand, it seems absolutely crucial that we work to envision contexts in
which technologies are integrated into humane, empowering, and ethical activities and relationships. On the
other hand, it also seems absolutely crucial that we recognize the disruptive potential of technologies . . .”
(70). IM technologies, for example, appear between the cracks of other work, like surfing the Internet or
reading a document.

If writing centers cannot expand their physical spaces to meet their needs, virtual spaces
can provide the “room” for writing centers to expand.
As we introduce new technologies into the writing center to meet changing demands, we also need to think
critically about the implications of these new technologies. New technologies introduce challenges, and
writing center administrators must be prepared to confront issues of impersonal and disjointed virtual
spaces that do little in their current state to promote engaging conversation. Perhaps the biggest challenge
facing writing centers is taking place in the online space of the internet, which is where writing centers might
have more “room” to grow if physical space on the campus is scarce (Carpenter).
Writing centers are under a great deal of pressure to expand services. All too often, though, physical space
is at a premium. At a given university, a writing center may be located in an academic department, language
center, or multimedia center. Others are located wherever there is space–whether in the student union or in
a temporary module. In many cases, writing center administrators must do the best they can with the
resources they are allotted, even when it comes to physical location on campus. Carol Peterson Haviland et
al. write:
Believing that what writing centers do is more important than where they are located or how
reporting lines are drawn, it is easy for directors simply to make the best of whatever space and
administrative structures they are offered. And, to a degree, this priority is correct; neither style nor
location is a good substitute for substance. However, although location is not everything, it too is
important, for material spaces have political edges that are costly if ignored. (85)
Physical spaces on the college campus, like buildings and offices, bring with them important political
messages. But for the foreseeable future, writing centers will be situated wherever there is space, whether
this is a central area–near the flow of student traffic–or on the periphery of campus. Writing centers, as
Peterson Haviland et al. claim, will have to address spatial concerns. To a large extent, these spatial
concerns will be addressed in one way or another through technology.

It is time that writing centers solidify their identity in virtual spaces. Constructing this
identity online, however, is one of our biggest challenges.
As writing centers continue to find their “space” on campus, many are also exploring virtual spaces and
technologies, although it seems we are doing this haphazardly. For writing centers trying to address
concerns with limited physical space and location, virtual spaces offer the potential to reach students who
might not otherwise physically visit the writing center’s campus location. Virtual spaces also offer the
opportunity for writing centers to expand beyond their physical capacity by developing Web sites and online
services such as synchronous online consultations (chats) for students. Howard Rheingold explains, “The
technology that makes virtual communities possible has the potential to bring enormous leverage to
ordinary citizens at relatively little cost–intellectual leverage, social leverage, commercial leverage, and most
important, political leverage” (275). This intellectual, social, commercial, and political leverage is vital for
writing centers, if they are to operate in less-than-ideal physical spaces. If writing centers cannot expand
their physical spaces to meet their needs, virtual spaces can provide the “room” for writing centers to
expand. OWLs may be the optimal solution for writing centers that are dealing with the inadequacies of their
physical spaces. They are less expensive to build and do not require a physical space on campus
Refashioning the Physical
The virtual spaces that writing centers will inhabit might consider refashioned elements of the physical
writing center. N. Katherine Hayles explains that communication “takes place not only through words and
syntax but also through the manipulation of cyberspace parameters. In cyberspace you do not necessarily
need to describe how you see the world; you can visually and kinesthetically create it” (317). Writing center
administrators must create an inviting virtual space online that reflects values present in face-to-face
spaces. Often, the physical space of the writing center will embrace a coffee-shop aura, a space where
students feel relaxed as they work on their writing and talk to consultants. In physical spaces, writing
consultants develop styles and strategies that will enable them to communicate and appeal to the students
sitting next to them. Online, however, consultants will need to develop personas that convey the same
feeling of warmth, comfort, and intellectual engagement as they do in face-to-face sessions. In an
interesting study of experiences in virtual spaces, Annette N. Markham reminds us that cyberspace allows
users to interact as and with words rather than bodies (79). Online, the body is not present, at least not
immediately or physically. Unconstrained by physical space, the body is an “absent signifier,” as Hayles
suggests (311). The body, in its physical or original state is only a representation online. In virtual writing
spaces, like a synchronous online chat, the body is a name that the student or consultant enters into a field.

By recreating or refashioning elements of our physical space in virtual chats and cyberspaces, we are
absorbing aspects of this space that make the writing center the “great good place” on a college campus.
Allucquere Rosanne Stone explains that “[c]yberspace can be viewed as a toolkit for refiguring
consciousness in order to permit things to go on in much the same way” (194). If cyberspace is our “toolkit,”
it is time writing centers unpack it and begin building. It is time that writing centers solidify their identity in
virtual spaces. Constructing this identity online, however, is one of our biggest challenges.
Lee-Ann Kastman Breuch discusses remediation in terms of face-to-face and electronic peer review,
examining the degree to which electronic communication “borrows” from face-to-face communication (8). In
face-to-face consultations held in physical spaces, our identity is constructed by the way we look, talk,
move, and through verbal and non-verbal cues. In virtual spaces, however, our identity is shaped largely by
the words we write, textual cues, and our online personae. “This is not to say that our identity is fully
determined by media, rather that we employ media as vehicles for defining both personal and cultural
identity,” as Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin explain (231). A vehicle for defining identity, hypertext and
new media also allow consultants in a virtual writing space to convey ideas to students who are located
anywhere in the world. The immediacy afforded by hypertext may allow consultants increased efficiency in
cyberspace. Resources, including the internet, are only a hyperlink away. Online handouts can be viewed,
shared, and saved without ever exchanging paper and without moving physical locations. Without a doubt,
technology holds potential power for writing centers, but we need to understand how to use it.
Using Technology in the Writing Center
Although I certainly do not seek to eliminate or devalue the physical space of the writing center,
technologies and virtual writing spaces hold great promise. Through hypertext systems and linked networks,
students can access the information they need regardless of location, time, or physical constraints. However,
writing center administrators must seek to understand these new technologies and the ways in which
consultants and students interact with them. Johnson-Eilola, for example, explains that “the ubiquitous
nature of IM allows it to emerge in the spaces between other forms of work; its fragmentation is a strength
in many situations rather than a weakness or distraction” (97). The fragmented nature of IM and other
synchronous technologies presents yet another challenge for writing centers. How do we keep students
engaged in these virtual spaces? How do we keep them involved in the consultation and writing process?
And, of course, how do we make the virtual space, which largely relies on textual features, more inviting and
engaging? Using technology effectively can be challenging, especially if technologies are implemented
without serious testing and research. When our consultants are operating in a purely textual environment,
like the synchronous chat space, they must consider the lack of interpersonal cues that may inhibit online
exchanges. Based on my experience in developing and coordinating a growing OWL, I offer a few strategies
for using technology in the online consultation:
- Discuss and explore the importance of creating an inviting online persona.
- Conduct mock online consultations during training.
- Develop concrete strategies for keeping the student involved in the synchronous online consultation.
- Establish clear parameters for online consultations.
- Consider mapping exercises that involve the writing center’s online spaces.
- Solicit feedback from consultants about their online consultations on a regular basis.
- Discuss the practical and theoretical differences between online consultations and face-to-face
consultations.
- Analyze anonymous online consultation transcripts.
- Discuss useful textual cues for online consultations to promote engagement between consultant and
student.
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Busy Day in the Writing Center
History: The Center was begun in the spring of 1982 by Dr. Steven Strang with
a staff of 4 undergraduate students who had been nominated by faculty
members in the Writing Program. Beginning in the fall of 1983, the Center has
been fully staffed by professional writing consultants. From 1982-2004, the
Center was housed in a converted classroom (14N-317); from 2004-2007, it
was housed in the basement of MIT’s new landmark building, the Stata Center
(32-081). Although the space had been specifically designed for the Center, it
ended up being too small. In 2007, the Center moved to 12-132 in order to
gain more space and a more central location.
Sponsoring department, school, or organization:The Program in Writing
and Humanistic Studies
Number of consultations in the last year: 3597 consultations in 2007-08
(we work at an 85-86% rate–number of visits divided by the number of
available hours)
Square footage: 625 square feet + use of an additional room with 200 square

feet.
Services offered: One-on-one, face-to-face consultations, an Online
Consultant, practice for all types of speaking (oral presentations, pronunciation
practice, and conversation practice). We work with clients at any stage of the
writing process, from thinking up an idea to polishing the prose on an article for
publication, from practicing pronunciation to practicing formal oral
presentations, from overcoming writers block to thinking outside the proverbial
box.
Staff: The Center is staffed completely by professionals. The center’s director is
full-time (and teaches one course per semester). The rest of the staff is parttime. There are 11 writing consultants, all with advanced degrees (most with
Ph.D.s or MFAs)--all have college-level classroom teaching experience, and all
are published writers. The staff includes 3 consultants with advanced degrees in
teaching ESL, one with a Mechanical Engineering degree, one with a Ph.D. in
sociology, several in various aspects of English. One of our consultants is an
award-winning translator, one is a documentary film maker, and the rest are
published poets and essayists and scholars. They are all lecturers and are paid
salaries.
Clientele: They write in every discipline and field found at MIT–all areas of
engineering, computer science, all the sciences, all the Humanities. We work
with everyone from first-semester freshmen writing their first college papers to
professors working on proposals, articles and book chapters. We help faculty
members who are preparing for tenure review and students writing application
essays for jobs, grad and med school. We work with clients preparing oral
presentations and practicing pronunciation. We work with clients who are
writing novels and poetry on their own as well as for classes. Our clients’ most
common writing concerns are making their cases persuasive, understanding
their audiences, and, for ESL students, making their points in sophisticated
prose. In 2007-08, 954 clients consulted with our Center. Of those, 530 were
non-native speakers of English (55%). Of those 954 clients, 124 were
freshmen, 107 were sophomores, 111 were juniors, 132 were seniors, 354
were graduate students, 19 were faculty members, 28 were staff members, 14
were visiting scholars, 37 post-docs, and 28 spouses.

Tutoring Session

Money Matters:. We are funded by the Program in Writing and Humanistic
Studies. I don’t actually know what our annual budget is.

Current events/programs: We sponsor the MIT Writers Group and a
dissertation support group, hold special sessions on proposal writing and oral
presentations, and we make presentations to classes on writing theses.
Philosophy: We are a teaching institution, not a proofreading or editing
service. Our professional consultants adapt their teaching method to the
individual client. We have created a non-threatening, friendly environment
where we help demystify the writing process and help clients discover and build
upon their own strengths while teaching them techniques for improving or
tweaking areas that are less strong. We see critical thinking as a crucial part of
writing.
What else should people know about your center? On anonymous exit
surveys in 2007-08, 98% of our clients said they had been significantly helped
by the Center and 93% said they had definitely learned “something new about
writing” during their visit. These results are typical. Once someone has
consulted with the Center, he/she continues to consult us whenever he/she
encounters a new or unfamiliar writing situation. For the first time, we
experimented with having summer hours (Monday-Friday, 10: a.m.-3:00 p.m.).
We had a 98% usage. We are both an appointment and a drop-in center with
about 85-90% of our clients being appointments. We use WCOnline for
scheduling appointments online.
We noted that you conduct online consultations. Could you comment on
the nature and success of your online consultation program? Although
MIT is famous for technology, our online consultant is relatively low tech-clients email us their documents in WORD format, we respond (we "perform
triage") with a 24-48 hour turnaround. Nothing is as effective as face-to-face
individual consultations, but when clients can't make an appointment or when
they are off campus (or on the other side of the world), the online consultant
provides some help. Since we neither proofread nor edit, the online consultant
essentially comments on the global issues (organization, style, accommodation
of audience, use of evidence). For grammar and mechanical issues, we point
out the first instance of the problem, explain what is wrong and how to fix it,
and then leave it up to the client to go through the rest of the document on
their own to find and fix similar problems. We deal with 300-400 online
consultations a year, often from students spending a semester away and from
alums. Occasionally we use Skype for online consultations, and that seems to
work well. As far as other technology is concerned, we use WCOnline to
schedule our appointments.
Since MIT is a school known primarily for the excellence of its math
and science programs, do you think your center sees a different type of
clientele than a more general university? How does your center deal
with science writing? Although MIT does have majors in all the Humanities
and hence we see a fair number of papers for classes in such disciplines as
literature and media studies and philosophy, it is definitely true that we see a
huge number of scientific and technical documents, no doubt more than a
typical university encounters. Even though several of our consultants have been
technical writers or editors or teachers of technical writing before joining the
Center, the material we encounter is often exotic and outside our areas of
expertise. Nevertheless, we have discovered that communication is
communication. Even if we don't know what a whatchamacallit is or why it is
involved with a thingee, we can tell when the syntax that connects them is
flawed, we can tell when an explanation is incomplete, and we can tell when

the intended audience is not given enough information. There are specific
conventions for each scientific, technical, and engineering field that we have to
learn, of course. Surprisingly, however, very few clients come to us with
questions about format or conventions. Mostly, the problems are the same ones
all centers encounter.

Strategy Session
Probably the most insidious problem we have with the technical writing occurs
with clients whose native language is not English-but for a reason that might
not be obvious: since technical writing often leaves out articles and coins words
or use words in unusual ways, it easy to "get into the swing" of allowing
strange words to go by without comment. We have trained ourselves to be
vigilant and to always ask, "Have you seen this term in print?" If the answer is
"no" or "I don't know," we always tell clients to check with their professor to be
sure it is an actual term in the field.
The advice that I give to any newly hired consultant is simple: "Give yourself up
to the text, ask the writer lots of questions, and trust in your own abilities to
spot shaky communication. If we don't panic at the sight of equations or
technical terms, all will be well." And so it has been, I'm glad to say. Also, we
have a very open atmosphere in the Center, and any time one of us bumps into
a puzzling sentence or issue, we ask each other for opinions and advice. One
other thing, when we are working on papers about Hamlet or in some field that
we do have expertise in, there is always the temptation to slip from discussing
communication to discussing content (our mission is to work on the
communication, not on the content). That is rarely a problem when we are
working on a paper about theoretical physics.
Finally, working in such a science-focused environment is a very rewarding
experience. Clients who are experts (and sometimes even internationally
renowned experts) in very technical fields seem to greatly appreciate experts in
fields that, to them, seem almost as foreign to them as their fields seem to us.
In addition, over the years, all of us have learned a lot about science,
engineering, ship design, road design, aeronautics, etc. from reading essays,
theses, and book manuscripts brought to us by clients. So our own personal
knowledge grows with each day spent working with clients. It doesn't get any
better than that.
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Praxis takes a look at technology in the writing center
This issue of Praxis examines the integration of new technology into writing
centers. Technological advances in the past twenty years have dramatically
changed the face of our social interactions and restructured the way we think
about communicating with one another. Although there is much that is
innovative about the new technologies, many of them are vitally intertwined
with an older technology: writing. As writing changes to accommodate texting,
email, and blogging, writing centers need to keep up to date with their
consultees’ modified writing skills and needs. This month, Praxis takes a closer
look at technology in the writing center.
Our Focus section addresses a variety of questions concerning the definition
and use of technology in writing centers. Rusty Carpenter considers the writing
center as “the great good place” and councils directors to conserve the
welcoming and collaborative aura of the physical writing center as they
transition consultations to virtual space. The question of consulting with
technology is developed by Claudine Griggs, who discusses her experience
consulting via an electronic interface, the “collaboration station.” Elizabeth
Boquet, Betsy A. Bowen, Catherine Forsa, Devin Hagan, and Mary A. McCall
offer ideas for incorporating the iPod into consultant training. Lastly, Mitch
Nakaue and Michelle Sizemore offer a theorization of technology in the writing
center by positing writing center are themselves a form of technology available
to fight the hegemonic tendencies of the academy. They argue that writing
centers can give students the agency to structure their own learning process
and take control of their educations.
In Consulting, R. Evon Hawkins offers further theorization of educational
experience in the writing center by illuminating the benefits of asking students
to think metacognitively about the writing process.
In the Training section Cindy Officer examines the importance of training and
‘writing’ center policy at Gallaudet University, a school for the deaf. Officer’s
article examines the issues at stake in a writing center where American Sign
Language is the first language of composition for many students. Elise Bishop
analyzes the success of her Professional Development Program in motivating
her consultants.
Finally, in our Columns section the University of Texas Focus Group discusses
their community outreach experiences helping high school students translate
their writing across digital media. Their article explores the intersections of
teaching, technology and community organizing. The Merciless Grammarian
answers your burning questions about technology and grammar.
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Community workshops in digital multimedia
As writing centers adapt to the influx of students with nontraditional writing
assignments, such as hypertexts and other digital creations, the response of
consultants and administrators has often been a somewhat defensive one. To
some extent, writing centers must see new technology from this type of
reactionary perspective: students bring in writing projects that their instructors
assign, and consultants respond as best they can to meet the students’ writing
needs. But writing centers are in the unique position to take a lead role in
developing technologically aided approaches to education. Therefore, in the
face of adapting to the challenges of these new forms of writing, we have taken
a proactive role in teaching students to write in digital environments. Using
writing center methods and philosophy in a classroom environment, we have
found that we can empower students to express themselves in digital media
and, in the process, improve their writing in more traditional text-based forms.
In this article we describe a recent venture to incorporate a digital literacy
component into the community outreach program at the University of Texas
at Austin’s Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC). Paige, the writing
center’s outreach coordinator, led workshops for local high school students,
teaching them to “translate” their writing into multimedia compositions that
mixed images, music, and voice. These workshops did not resemble the one-toone peer interactions of a traditional writing center consultation, and students
did not produce work resembling “traditional” writing. As we argue, however,
these workshops in digital media followed core writing center practices and
motivations. In educating students about digital media we encouraged active,
process-centered learning and followed Jeff Brooks’s model of minimalist
tutoring, asking students to “[do] all the work” (173). By doing so we helped
students become more sophisticated consumers of digital media by encouraging
them to “write” their own digital creations, and we helped them to become
better writers by asking them to consider their writing from new perspectives.
The success of these workshops points the way to future engagement in
outreach programs that bring writing center practices and technological
resources to disadvantaged communities.
The Pagecast Project
As part of the UWC’s community outreach program, in January of 2008 we
began a collaboration with two local non-profit literary centers that offer
creative writing opportunities for youths: Badgerdog Literary Publishing and
The Austin Bat Cave (ABC). Both are 501(c)(3) corporations that focus on

creating community support and visibility for young writers by connecting local
authors with creative writing students and publishing anthologies of the
students' works. ABC, based on the 826 Valencia model, offers after-school
drop-in tutoring, workshops with local writers, as well as on-site community
outreach in underrepresented communities. Badgerdog works in collaboration
with schools district-wide to offer semester-long creative writing classes after
school. Interested in collaborating with these two youth-centered writing
communities, the UWC extended its university resources to provide students a
new, online venue for publication.

The workshops introduced students to new technology that
helped express their creativity, obtain a more visceral
introduction to rhetorical and writing strategies, and personally
participate in the creation of digital media.
The UWC wanted to utilize the Department of Rhetoric and Writing's
Computer Writing and Research Lab facilities to offer these students an
opportunity to learn about digital publication, translate their writing to
multimedia content, and foster more critical engagement with digital media.
Following the basis of Kylie Peppler's Scratch Project in South Central LA, we
believe that engagement with media production intrinsically leads students to
"question their current observations and understandings ... and discover the
conventions of writing and language of new media by learning the visual,
semiotic, aural and technological literacies necessary to inscribe one's self into
the larger participatory culture" (Peppler 152). To foster this creative and
analytical engagement with digital media, Paige designed and launched a threehour workshop to introduce students from Badgerdog and ABC to the
GarageBand program and facilitate the translation of their creative vision into a
Pagecast: a multimedia production with images, music, and their own voice
recordings.[1] Since both literary groups are committed to promoting young
writers, the students we were working with were already invested in their
creative writing. The workshop was conceived as a means of facilitating handson involvement with the production of digital media, and therefore we
encouraged the students’ personal engagement with the process of
constructing, editing, and crafting their creative vision by leading them through
a process of rhetorical analysis necessary for their translation.
We began the workshop by introducing the students to the tools and concepts
they would be working with by collaborating, as a group, to translate a short
poem into a multimedia production. For the ABC group, for example, we
translated Ezra Pound's "In a Station of the Metro." First we focused on the
diction and images of the poem and brainstormed how we interpreted its tone
and mood. We used this discussion as a basis for translating the poem's themes
into music, images, and voice: we discussed how our interpretation could be
translated into a musical genre and selected an instrumental background for
our demo; we chose a person from the class to perform a voice recording in
time to the music; lastly, we selected Creative Commons-licensed images and
discussed the timing for their appearance in the demo. We then let the students
turn to their own work to begin the process of translating their written piece
into these three media. Writing Center staff and volunteers circulated among
the students to help them one-on-one with both conceptual and technical issues
in producing their translations.

We see ourselves in a position to utilize our university resources

and extend our writing center's philosophy to new audiences and
also to create a bridge to a wider community.
Translating across media is an inherently creative and analytical task which
aligns with the Writing Center philosophy to confirm the value of the students'
work by offering them an opportunity to closely analyze their own writing as we
would any literary text (Brooks 170). Each phase of translation allowed us to
address more explicitly the student's exploration of audience, mood, tone, and
voice. To select the musical accompaniment, we used the "jingles" in the
GarageBand podcast library, which are categorized by genre — such as
cinematic, jazz, orchestral, rock/blues — and discussed how different musical
selections would influence an audience's expectations and interpretation of the
piece, as well as how each selection could reflect and enhance our
interpretation of the poem. We then expanded this conversation to how we
wanted the voice recording to fit with the music. In this context, the concept of
"voice" is quite literal: we discussed how the inflection, pauses, rhythm, clarity,
and emphasis of the reading could affect the meaning and interpretation of the
poem. We practiced different voice recordings to demonstrate possible
interpretations of our text. For each of these steps in translation, the staff of
the workshop collaborated with the students and engaged them in
conversations about their choice of strategies and offered tools for them to
articulate and translate their creative vision, but ultimately the student was the
agent and evaluator of his or her production (Brooks 169).
Lastly, since the UWC would publish their projects online, we discussed the
importance of utilizing free domain content for the images they incorporated
into their Pagecast in order to avoid any legal infringements. None of the
students during our pilot program were familiar with Creative Commons and,
like many, were uncertain of the options for legal utilization of online texts and
images. Our incorporation of public domain material opened discussion about
strategies for collaboration with other artists to build and enhance our own
projects. By joining their own creative works to the photographs and artwork of
others, the students were able to shift from being consumers of culture to
producers of culture — a move championed by Lawrence Lessig, Henry Jenkins,
and others. Through this collaborative approach, both within the workshop and
the introduction to Creative Commons, we hoped to further extend these
students' understanding of their writing community from the written page to a
world of artists and intellectuals where they can discuss and collaborate to build
and broadcast their own voices.

Writing is a form of self-expression and projects like transforming
a piece of writing into a pagecast involve learning how to use
another vehicle for one’s voice.
The workshops introduced students to new technology that helped express their
creativity, obtain a more visceral introduction to rhetorical and writing
strategies, and personally participate in the creation of digital media. This
digital literacy not only opens a new forum for creativity but also allows
engagement in critical questions about the production of media. The students’
enthusiasm, the sophistication of their projects, and the interest from local
schools in further pursuing these workshops have bolstered our hopes for
extending our outreach program to target more students from
underrepresented communities. We see ourselves in a position to utilize our
university resources and extend our writing center's philosophy to new
audiences and also to create a bridge to a wider community. Other writing

centers have incorporated digital media into community outreach programs,
demonstrating that this is a feasible and productive approach to working with
writers beyond the university’s walls.
Opportunities for expansion
By expanding our concept of the traditional form of writing to include creative
projects in the digital environment, we have the opportunity to reach an
entirely new population of students. The UWC’s Pagecast workshop is just one
example of incorporating digital media within community outreach programs.
Other writing centers, such as Rutgers and Stanford, have also demonstrated
that this is a feasible and productive approach to working with writers beyond
the university’s walls. Rutgers University created “One Block Over,” a
documentary project on the bordering West Park Community. The project was
designed to explore possibilities for using multimedia technology to engage
youths’ awareness of issues that affect their community. The initial pilot
program, “A Day in Newark,” brought students and faculty together in an
extracurricular activity. The goal was to create interest in composing
multimedia projects in order to strengthen academic strategies, including
writing and revision.
In addition to our Pagecast Project and One Block Over, other universities are
invested in helping their surrounding communities by offering summer
programs. Stanford University has contributed to over 250 Bay Area
Community Non-Profit organizations. Students involved with Stanford’s
Community Writing Project (CWP) research and produce written, spoken,
visual, and/or multimedia projects that directly benefit local non-profit
agencies. The former director, Norma Bacon, is an advocate for giving students
the opportunity to expand their work horizons outside of traditional academic
settings, and into “real world” rhetorical situations. Their work ultimately
reaches a nontraditional audience and provides much-needed assistance and
enthusiasm to community organizations.
As more writing centers across the country begin to utilize modern technology
and multimedia in their curricula we see greater avenues to empower young
writers. Even without extravagant resources, many writing centers across the
country have found ways to be involved with surrounding communities with
multimedia projects. It has become increasingly evident that both the
university and members of the community benefit from this creative and
nontraditional process.
Writing is a form of self-expression and projects like transforming a piece of
writing into a pagecast involve learning how to use another vehicle for one’s
voice. As technology continues to advance, and as the use of multimedia
becomes more mainstream, we intend to incorporate more of these new
methods of teaching into the UWC’s programs. The above examples show that
creative work not only enhances a person academically but also can reach out
to people who are not comfortable expressing themselves via the written word.
More writing centers are incorporating things like podcasts onto their websites
(The Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL); UW-Madison's Writing Center's
Podcasts; and The Ohio State Center for the Study and Teachin of
Writing) and are approaching more projects with a multimedia lens, thereby
increasing communication with other writers and the surrounding community.
Notes

[1]We use the term pagecast here to describe the translation of the written
page into a multimedia text that is (broad)cast on the Web.
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Elise T. Bishop
Eight years after being named the director of the Center for Writing and
Thinking (CWT) at College of the Ozarks (C of O), I still battle the
misperception that my writing center is first and foremost a computer lab. My
predecessor, the cause of this confusion, was enamored of Macintosh computers
and all the wonderful statistical analyses they could produce for him. As a
result, he installed thirty in the tiny writing center space, relegating writing
conferences to a wobbly aluminum table in the hallway. The new writing center,
designed in 2001 (without any input from me), wasn’t much better: thirty
state-of-the-art PCs and computer stations filled it from wall to wall. As if
sealing our fate, the vice president of the college appeared one day to hang a
plaque that read, “This computer lab was donated by” so-and-so.
The upshot of this identity crisis is that the CWT remains open 65 hours per
week, causing a lot of “downtime” for my undergraduate writing assistants.
These hours with nothing do except answer the phone and monitor the printer
pose a problem for us: C of O is one of a handful of this nation’s work colleges,
where students labor to pay for their tuition. (Our official nickname is Hard
Work U.) Part of my duty as a work supervisor is to train my student writing

assistants how to work, not how to look busy when there is nothing to do.
To keep my staff productive, busy, and learning, last fall I devised a
Professional Development (PD) program that we call “Reaching for the Stars.”
One hour of work on a PD project earns a student a star on the PD chart. (Yes,
students still love getting those gold stars!) PD activities include the following:
reading articles from professional journals and writing article summaries about
them to present to co-workers at staff meetings; writing articles for “Writers’
Bloc,” our weekly column in the campus newspaper, and for publication in
professional writing center journals; completing grammar exercises online to
strengthen areas of weakness (such as identifying and eliminating passive
voice); visiting a writing center at a neighboring institution and recording
observations; volunteering at the writing center we helped establish at the local
intermediate school; attending or presenting at a writing conference; or
proposing a topic of one’s choosing for the director’s approval. When students
accumulate fifteen stars in one semester, they are awarded prizes, such as a
special edition CWT T-shirt or a $15 gift certificate to the campus bookstore.
All of my staff are now required to earn at least five PD stars every semester.
The PD program has encouraged some of them to pursue several excellent
projects that are beneficial not only to them personally, but also to other
students, the College, and the writing center. Last semester, for example, a
math/education major and writing assistant named Michelle took advantage of
the PD program to collaborate with the instructor of the college’s remedial
writing classes. After giving students in the classes a learning styles inventory,
Michelle paired them with a writing assistant who shared their learning style.
Students and assistants met twice on the same assignment, once to brainstorm
and once to go over the first draft. Both “Reader Response” sessions (what we
call our writing conferences) were conducted according to the students’ and
writing assistants’ individual learning strengths: for example, aural learners had
music playing softly in the background as they talked about their essays, social
learners worked in small groups, solitary learners consulted one-on-one with a
writing assistant, and physical learners manipulated construction toys. After
marking the essays, the instructor reported the best grades of the semester–
and she went over them twice because she couldn’t believe the improvement!
She was happy, the students were happy, and –of course–my writing assistants
were thrilled. Even though the results are not definitive, Michelle was so
encouraged by the outcome that she performed the same experiment with the
members of an education class, and she is interested in doing further research
in this area, possibly in graduate school.
The CWT’s resident computer genius, Sam, undertook an equally successful
project. The staff and faculty in the computer science department have recently
begun trying to lure Sam away from his student employee position at the
writing center, but he is a loyal soul and happy where he is, in part–he says–
because the writing center challenges him to pursue his interest in computers
to benefit the center, its staff, and its clients. Sam has recently spent hours and
hours developing an electronic version of our Reader Response form. Of course,
we probably could have purchased an existing program, but then Sam would
not have learned as much or gotten the same satisfaction from figuring things
out for himself. More than that, he can be proud of his contribution to the
improvement of the day-to-day operation of the writing center, not to mention
the money we will be saving as a result of his efforts. One of the reasons our
center functions as well as it does is because students–like Sam–have a
personal investment in its success.

As a result of yet another project, initiated by student employee Caleb, our
center is now certified by the College Reading and Language Association
(CRLA). Caleb assumed complete responsibility for collecting, completing,
duplicating, packaging, and submitting all of the required application materials,
no small feat. New certificates in hand, my proud staff feel and act even more
professional than they did before, recognizing that the certification lends added
credibility to them as writing assistants and to our program. They can thank a
fellow staff member for that.
Other projects that have resulted from the PD program include an annual
Valentine’s Day contest for staff, faculty, and students; a training program for
the high school staff of the new high school writing center; and plans to host a
writing conference next spring at the College for local language arts teachers.
The PD program encourages my staff to be life-long learners, to take initiative
and responsibility for improving their own skills, to take pride in their
workstation by personally committing themselves to its success, and to develop
the strong work ethic that C of O is committed to growing in every student. One
important effect of the program is that it fosters community, the sense that
everyone is working together for a common goal. The writing assistants also
realize–by observing their director continue to search for new and better ways
of doing things–that professional development never ends.
____________________

Elise T. Bishop is in her eighth year of serving as the director of the Center for
Writing and Thinking (CWT) at the College of the Ozarks (C of O) in Pt.
Lookout, MO. Additionally, she teaches composition and grammar classes in the
C of O English department. Elise aspires to introduce public schools to
writing centers. In Sept. 2007, the Writing Lab Newsletter published an
article she co-wrote about the collaboration between the CWT and a local
intermediate school. She and her staff are currently helping two regional high
schools establish writing centers and are organizing a community writing
conference at C of O to bring area English teachers together to discuss
character and teaching composition.
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Enhancing staff education and initiative
Writing centers, as anyone who has spent time in one knows, are active places.
[1] Tutors and writers, together or alone, can be found at any moment
researching, writing, talking, listening to their iPods. . .wait a minute. .
.listening to their iPods?![2]
Here is a sample of what tutors in our writing center are listening to:

For the past four years, the staff of the Fairfield University Writing Center
has adapted and expanded an initiative begun at Duke University’s Writing
Studio to incorporate the use of iPod technology in writing center sessions and
staff education. Doing so has sharpened our staff development program and
increased tutors’ abilities to reflect on their work with student writers.

As we considered our own staff development goals, we knew that
having the ability to investigate session activity collaboratively
was key to our ability to reflect on our work in the writing center.
Since their introduction to the market in 2001, iPods have become a
commonplace technology, with fans ranging from casual joggers to business
travelers, teenagers to adults; and the music industry has been transformed by
the possibilities for personalizing audio preferences for users. Due to this social
revolution, iPods have become de rigueur accessories for college students.
When they arrive on their college campuses, these same students may be
surprised to discover the educational value inherent in this new technology. In
fact, colleges themselves have only just begun to exploit the real potential of
iPods for teaching and learning.
iPods in Education, K-College
Currently, as an educational tool, iPods are most commonly used to “deliver”
information to students. The least imaginative of these applications are fairly
straightforward in their transfer of a traditional classroom presentation format
to the iPod. Teachers in K-12 schools, colleges, and graduate and professional
programs, for example, have recorded lectures, PowerPoint presentations and
even ready-made quizzes, then made them available for students to download
onto their iPods. (See Bradshaw; Maag; “McGraw Hill”; McQuillan; Read; and
Stiller for examples of the applications.)

Both Griffey and Read note that iPods also have an academic life outside of the
classroom, as universities use them to distribute supplementary information on
orientation or library research.
Very few of the articles on iPod use in education encourage readers to take
advantage of the iPod’s capability for not only delivering information but for
recording and editing material. Even fewer encourage scaffolded peer-to-peer
work (see McQuillan for one example), nor have many schools taken advantage
of the iPod’s unique ability to offer a new and improved twist on an old teacher
education strategy: the audio recording of classroom interaction in order to
encourage reflection in learning. Impressed by the pioneering work of Duke
University’s writing center staff, we began a project to bring iPods into our
writing center. In doing so, we sought to design a protocol that encouraged
both individual and collaborative reflection on the teaching taking place in our
writing center.
Supporting staff education with technology
As early as 1982, Kail and Allen made a case for the value of shared research
projects as part of staff development in writing centers. They contend that such
projects foster among writing center staff “a feeling of direction and
commitment and. . . a sense of professional growth” (234). More recent work,
such as that by Geller and colleagues, grounds such intensive staff projects in
learning community models that position writing center staff members as
learners, highlighting the potential of shared projects to foster organizational
growth and learning in addition to individual growth and learning. As we
considered our own staff development goals, we knew that having the ability to
investigate session activity collaboratively was key to our ability to reflect on
our work in the writing center. If the iPods were to be effectively incorporated
into our staff education program, they needed to help us accomplish this goal.

The iPod project enables tutors to understand their strengths and
learn from challenging experiences by providing the opportunity
for personal reflection.
Part of the learner-centered approach to staff education also focuses on
challenging ourselves to break out of our comfort zones, to learn new things,
and to remain connected to the ways in which writers actually work. Technology
is one area where many of us feel uncertain about our skills and yet it is also an
area that is indispensable in terms of its contributions to writers’ processes. For
these reasons, incorporating a technology component into our staff education
program seemed like a good addition.
Though, as Lerner points out, writing centers have decades of experience with
technology, its use has either been highly individualized (everything from
modules for grammar drills to OWLS with uploaded citation tips) or has focused
on the relationship between tutor and writer, rather than on the relationships
among tutors (For further discussion of the use of technology in writing centers,
see Ascuena and Kiernan; Breuch; Coogan; and Inman and Sewell.). Less
research than we might expect has been published on the audio and
videotaping in which some centers engage to reflect on practice. (The following
are a few centers using this technique for staff development: Southern Utah
University, North Georgia State College & University, and Sacramento
State University.)
From the start, we knew that it was not enough for tutors to record and review

their performance on their own. Solitary reflection of this kind can be a
debilitating experience. It is too easy for tutors to hear only problems in their
sessions without the balance and encouragement provided by other tutors. Like
Zeichner and Liston, we believe that reflection is a social practice and that
growth is most likely to occur when professionals “reflect together on a regular
basis about their work” (18). In the remainder of this article we will explain how
we used the iPods to stimulate this kind of regular shared reflection and what
we, as tutors and directors, have learned from our work.
Setting up the iPod project
Beginning the project required three things: institutional support to cover the
cost of iPods and microphones; technology training to teach us how to record
and share clips; and a commitment to staff education which put the tutors’
recordings and reflections at the heart of our ongoing staff development.
The Computing and Network Services division at Fairfield supported our work
by lending iPods and clip-on microphones to each member of the writing
center’s staff and offering training in how to record, edit, and share
conferences. Step-by-step instructions on the process are posted in a series of
videos that Fairfield University’s Computing and Network Services has
developed.
As part of our center’s staff education program, we organized tutors into small
learning circles. Participants in each group were expected to record conferences
each week (with the written consent of the writer), select a section of one of
their recordings that they considered interesting, and share that clip with the
other participants. With iPods nearly ubiquitous on campus, they were easily
integrated into the conferences. Once the tutor explained the purpose of the
iPod project and a student had signed a consent form, we found that the iPod
simply disappeared in the session. To make clear that we valued the time that
tutors spent listening to and discussing their conferences, we treated that time
as professional compensated time. An hour for staff development work was
included each week in tutors’ pay. Our monthly staff meetings focused on
issues that emerged from the excerpts they had selected.
To be honest, this was an ambitious project, and we sometimes fell short of the
goals that we had set for ourselves, but overall, the project gave us insight into
the conferences and the process of learning to tutor that we could not have
gained any other way.
Benefits of the iPod project
Our writing center staff benefited from the iPod project in a number of ways.
We found that:

In the future, we want to extend our writing center’s work with
iPods in new directions, reaching out to students and faculty
members.
iPod recordings help tutors to manage anxiety about their success in tutoring.
The iPod project enables tutors to understand their strengths and learn from
challenging experiences by providing the opportunity for personal reflection. By
taping their sessions, tutors can then reflect upon their collaboration with the
students and assess the ultimate success of the session. They can evaluate
their recordings to see how well they have integrated the pedagogical theories

behind tutoring with the actual practice of helping their students and where the
challenges of such integration lie.
iPods provide the medium through which tutors can reflect on their sessions,
learn from them, and put this knowledge into action.
During a conference itself, it is hard to view the session as a whole. By listening
to their recorded sessions, tutors can pause to engage in “reflection-on-action,”
which Donald Schon describes as a process that allows us to explore actions
with the benefit of distance. Through reflection-on-action, learners develop
strategies for putting knowledge into action and, finally, for engaging on
“reflection-in-action,” “a response to surprise by thought turning back on
itself.”[3] As tutors listen to and reflect on their recorded sessions, they can
assess their responses to the situations that presented themselves during their
time with a writer. They can identify patterns in their tutoring as well as
discover strengths and gaps in their approaches. Finally, tutors can apply this
knowledge to future sessions, using tested-and-true techniques or
experimenting with new ones. In short, reviewing and reflecting on their work
helps tutors develop “the capacity to respond to surprise through improvisation
on the spot.”
Editing a clip strengthens a tutor’s ability to pinpoint the core parts of a
session.
This is a key benefit of using digital recordings: they can be edited. As a result,
tutors listen to their recordings more actively, looking for moments to pull out
of the conference and consider in greater detail. With repeated practice in
taping and editing sessions, tutors learn to recognize important issues in their
interactions with students more quickly. Through editing, tutors develop a
better ear for picking out challenging questions asked by the students or key
decisions made during the session. Because the clips that tutors share must be
brief, tutors acquire the ability to select which issue is the most important to
focus on and what moments had the most impact on the session.
Using edited clips allows a range of topics for group discussion among tutors.
Working together, tutors can use the clips to determine a focus for staff
education and can use the clips to support the work of staff meetings. When
choosing clips to edit and present in peer conferences, tutors can select from a
range of issues such as use of sources, strengthening thesis statements,
outlining papers, organizing paragraphs, or improving conclusions or any other
recurrent issue tutors may be experiencing and wish to discuss. This keeps
editing interesting for tutors and can stimulate conversation among staff
members.
Tutors can help one another assess their sessions more objectively.
Tutors can gain a better understanding of their sessions from listening to their
peers’ varying perspectives on the recording. Tutors can then discover areas
that may need improvement or strengths that they did not initially hear on their
own review of the session. The group collaboration increases the learning
opportunity from a clip because every tutor has different styles, strengths, and
perspectives on challenging issues and each one can implement these varying
ideas into his or her own tutoring methods.
Group discussions about iPod sessions foster both professional development
and learning.

Sharing iPod clips facilitates discussion among tutors, all of whom have the
same goal of improving their strategies and techniques. They can learn from
one another by discussing shared experiences and identifying similar themes–
like plagiarism and working with ESL students–that arise during individual
sessions. Tutors can learn from each others’ decisions, enabling all of them to
become stronger and more confident in their abilities.
Future uses of iPods in the Writing Center
In the future, we want to extend our writing center’s work with iPods in new
directions, reaching out to students and faculty members. We plan to:
Send a section of the recording to the student: If these recordings are valuable
to tutors, they might also be valuable to the writers themselves. Currently,
tutors in our center fill out session reports at the end of each conference that
are emailed to the student, summarizing the activity in the session. Our next
step is to create digital session reports, using the last few minutes of a
conference to record notes on the session, which would then be sent to
students to help them remember and use what they had discussed in the
conference.
Use selections in faculty development: Faculty members rarely have the chance
to observe what happens when students work with other students on writing.
Presenting clips at workshops and conferences both on and off campus, we
have learned that audience members are surprised by the quality of
conversation about writing and ideas that occurs in many writing center
conferences. For this reason, we plan to work with our university’s Center for
Academic Excellence to see whether edited clips from our conferences could
be incorporated into their teaching and learning workshops.
Notes

[1]The authors would like to acknowledge the following members of Fairfield
University’s Computing and Network Services for their invaluable and patient
assistance during all phases of this project: Mr. Jay Rozgonyi and Mr. Jeff
Potocki. We also thank Mr. James Estrada, Vice President for Information
Services and University Librarian, for providing the iPods used for this project.
[2]We use the term iPod throughout this article because it is the format we
used for our work, which follows from the Duke iPod Project. We do recognize
that a number of MP3 players are available on the market.
[3]Though this quote is drawn from a webpage (listed in the Works Cited),
readers looking for a complete elaboration of Donald Schon’s research would do
well to refer to his book entitled Educating the Reflective Practitioner: Toward a
New Design for Teaching and Learning in the Professions, published by JosseyBass in 1987.
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Drawing by Nathan Baran
O Merciless One:
I am continually annoyed by my students’ sending text messages to each other.
They bandy about these abbreviations so much (LOL! GTG!). Is text-messaging
ruining the English language? More importantly, is it ruining my students’
writing?
BFF,
Adly Vespa
Ah, Adly, first of all let me commend you on your articulate prose. Most of the
ingrates who litter my doorstep with their missives often practice the very
infractions against which they preach. “Bandy.” Bon mot, my friend, bon mot!
And the possessive before the gerund–choice! However, I arch my eyebrow at
your closing BFF. Is that irony, dear Adly?
While my own lair is decidedly luddite in its orientation (I just prevailed upon
my scribes to stop using papyrus), I greet your concerns with a certain amount
of detached amusement. (I also include some hyperlinks below to “get jiggy
with it,” as the kids say nowadays.) It seems that stories about the death of
English at the hands of text-messaging and IM lingo often come from the
popular press, as in this article from USA Today. More careful, academically
informed writers, on the other hand, tell panicking oldsters, in effect, to calm
down and have some soup.
For one thing, we need to distinguish one particular practice–using abbreviated

words in short electronic messages–from the English language as a whole. Our
common tongue is much more than writing. Most people speak it much more
than they write, for one thing, and even in writing we must recognize that
language is not only about words, but also about sounds, inflections, syntax,
and the various pragmatic ends that speaking or writing accomplish. Just
because a teen types NBD, for example, to register her calm acceptance of a
fact does not mean that she will suddenly start placing subjects at the end of
sentences.
Some anecdotal reports may lament the middle-schooler who turns in a book
report rife with text-message abbreviations or the college student writing at the
typical witching hour who in moment of sleep deprivation starts dropping
vowels. I put it to you, though, does not growing up in a media-rich culture also
make users aware how we communicate affects what we communicate? And
how much consciousness-raising does it require to point out to students that a
different context and purpose require a different form of writing?
The teacher who simply wrings his ink-stained hands at the kerfuffle and is
irked at having to show his students the straight and glorious way to academic
writing is akin, I would argue, to the biologist who complains that freshmen just
don’t get gel phosphoresis. A teacher’s job, I would argue perhaps
controversially, is to teach. The response to a void should be to fill it.
I herewith dismount my soapbox to return to my nefarious schemes.
L8R,
He Without Mercy
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Mitch Nakaue and Michelle Sizemore
In the most recent edition of Profession, the opinion journal of the MLA, Gerald
Graff addresses the problem of pervasive opacity in education. Recalling his
own feelings of undergraduate inadequacy, he writes that the American
educational system projects a message: “There are secrets of the academic
world that the smart students know, and you probably aren’t one of them if you
have to ask what the secrets are” (128). Graff points to teachers’ unspoken but
clear expectation that students should have innate knowledge of how to
succeed academically, an expectation that follows students from school to
college and beyond. This climate, fraught with divisions between those inside
and outside the know, seriously undermines education’s ostensible purpose: to
promote a passionate and open exchange of ideas. In modern American
academia, students are welcomed, but only if they know the secret handshake.
Much of Graff's scholarly work aims to address the inequalities that arise from
an educational system that promotes secrecy and attributes academic success
to inborn scholarly know-how. With Cathy Birkenstein, he has written a
textbook for students called They Say / I Say: The Moves That Matter in
Academic Writing, which lays out explicitly the constituent elements of scholarly
discourse, research methods, and the authorial ethos; the book also
demonstrates to students, through exercises and plug-in “templates,” how to
reproduce those components in their own writing. As literature teachers who
are forever instructing students on the ins and outs of crafting literary analysis
essays, we were struck by this disarmingly straightforward approach to writing.
When one of us exclaimed to a writing colleague about the book’s marvelous
clarity, she remarked, “But it's so formulaic.” While this assessment is true (and
not one the authors would likely argue with), we were compelled by her
response. It seemed to us that our colleague had conflated Graff and

Birkenstein’s transparency with a sort of rote, mechanistic method of learning
that reduced the complexity of writing to a set of skills that could be grasped
and implemented easily. While we can respect that writing teachers might take
umbrage at the thesis that learning to craft an essay is not unlike learning to
build a birdhouse, we have to wonder about the alternative, in which students
learn to write according to a “natural,” “organic,” non-formulaic method. To us,
such tactics virtually ensure that some will “get it” and others won’t. Moreover,
a pedagogy that undervalues strategies and tools (like those that Graff and
Birkestein present) closes itself to the reality that our students cannot imagine
a world that is not dominated by tools, technologies, and mechanisms that have
been set in place to make life easier–or at least more fun.

Despite reluctance by some members of the academy to disclose
the procedures of scholarship, students who attend certain
colleges possess an important technology that makes the secrets
of academic success explicit–the writing center.
Despite reluctance by some members of the academy to disclose the
procedures of scholarship, students who attend certain colleges possess an
important technology that makes the secrets of academic success explicit–the
writing center. If educators conceptualized writing centers more consciously as
technologies for making academic discourse more transparent, some of the
"undemocratic" results Graff attributes to the organization of academia could be
surmounted. Writing centers give rise to what we might call "a knowledge of
making," a meaning rooted in the etymology of the word "technology" itself. In
Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle alternately defines techne as "art," "craft," or
"knowledge” (141-42). Ultimately, techne emerges as a concept that combines
these meanings: the term comes to denote the “knowledge of how to make
things” (141), or, more precisely, knowledge that transpires while working
toward the creation of something. Working with this definition of technology, we
would like to suggest that writing centers engender knowledge of making and
participating in academic discourse. If the academy conceals the steps for
academic success, creating a climate in which students feel like interlopers,
writing centers can make those moves explicit and help students feel at home
as they participate in these discourses.
In making these moves explicit, however, educators threaten to undermine core
values and habits of the profession. Opacity develops from the widespread
practice of concealing intellectual labor, a practice that in turn derives from
deep-rooted notions about what it means to be a scholar. Indeed, some insiders
desire opacity. In certain sectors of the profession–particularly in our research–
we get rewarded for secrecy, especially before we patent our ideas. After all,
academic power derives from possessing knowledge that others lack. And once
a scholar has cornered knowledge, she gains further currency by concealing
how its acquired or produced. Even though one could argue that the end of
research is disclosure–making private information known to the public through
acts of publication and presentation–we have few venues for publicizing works
in progress and even fewer for showcasing the messy steps toward a final
product. Whether the goal is publication, tenure, or undergraduate education,
academics conceal the processes of academia because the intellectual labor
exposed by process paradoxically undercuts some of the qualities we attribute
to scholars. In the academic world we admire the intellectually gifted and
esteem the effortlessness of genius, and this romanticized notion of the scholar
gets communicated to students early in their educations. Perhaps this is why

even newcomers to academia quickly learn to hide the difficulty of academic
labor: on some level, educators believe being a scholar means already
possessing knowledge or being able to figure things out independently, either
by virtue of innate genius or precocious expertise.
In reality, students acquire academic discourse and develop their scholarly
ethos in a much more circumlocutory way. When students aren’t told by their
teachers what they need to know and how to acquire that knowledge, teachers
assume inhospitable roles in which they obstruct students’ entry into the very
community where they serve as guides or hosts. The gate is opened and the
students are ushered through, but there is no map, there are no street signs,
and the locals give no social cues.
The unwelcoming welcome or unfriendly friendliness is the paradox that
Jacques Derrida observes in the very word “hospitality.” Working back from the
Old French, he notes that the word shares the same Latin root with the words
“host” and “hostility”: the host, to Derrida, holds the potentialities to welcome
or rebuke (4). Indeed, the whole notion of hospitality is enmeshed with power
differentials, which Derrida underscores by conjuring a portmanteau word,
“hostipitality,” that evokes simultaneously essentialism, acceptance, and
rejection. If one is a host, one has the power to extend an invitation (6). To
invite means to expect the arrival of one’s guests on one’s own terms; Derrida
problematizes this relationship by calling attention to the very word “host” (hÃ
´te), which in French can refer to either “host” or “guest” (3). This semantic
blurring within the context of hospitality destabilizes the categories of insider
and outsider, native and stranger. Derrida meditates, too, on the mutability of
the French Ã©tranger, which can mean “stranger,” “foreigner,” or “foreign” (16,
n. 5). He evokes the stateless wanderers of the Mediterranean, who, for lack of
citizenship, could pass through areas but could not stay (5). The difference
between those nomads and the modern academic lies in the myth of
establishment propagated by the latter. Tenured, policy-making academics have
assumed citizen status in a place–academia–in which everyone is foreign, and
in which everyone needs tools, guides, or technologies in order to feel at home.

Writing centers are importantly positioned to redefine this notion
of knowledge by promoting knowledge of making.
We are suggesting that the academy wears a hospitable face and many
interactions within it are motivated by a sense of altruism, but it perpetrates
simultaneously an insidious hostility that impacts student education and, not
coincidentally, the quality and well-being of faculty. This brings us to the
question of where writing centers are situated within the matrices of insiders
and outsiders, hosts and guests, and, perhaps most importantly, helpers and
hinderers. While writing centers are certainly not immune to the power
struggles and contentious relationships that are endemic in the academies to
which they belong, they do inhabit a unique space within the academy. The
writing center is the site of convergence of many discourses and is thus ideally
situated to function as a translation hub between discourses, disciplines and
faculty and students. A sense of foreignness in one’s “home” department is the
cause of much of academic anxiety, but it seems to us that writing centers deal
with this foreignness as a matter of course. By acknowledging that academic
language is, first and foremost, not innate and must therefore be negotiated,
writing centers validate the reality that everyone in the academy is to some
extent a stranger within it, and that if meaningful exchanges between people
are to be made, constant acts of translation back and forth must occur.

Writing centers are importantly positioned to redefine this notion of knowledge
by promoting knowledge of making. First, writing centers support and highly
value the process of intellectual labor. With their commitment to revision,
writing centers educate students about processes of writing and thinking, make
these processes visible and public, and advocate clarity as a value in
communication. While acknowledging that insights sometimes arrive in a flash
of inspiration or genius, writing centers view learning as a gradual process–a
process requiring vigorous, ongoing negotiation and revision. By fostering an
environment conducive to process and revision, writing centers offer a
hospitable space where writers feel comfortable testing out rough ideas–a
space in which students can speak up, and even mess up, without feeling
anxious or embarrassed. Second, and although we may not have thought about
it quite like this before, writing centers recalibrate the notion of the scholar as
solitary genius. In the writing center, we conceptualize writing not as an
exclusive talent–but as a skill available to everyone–a skill capable of
improvement no matter how accomplished the writer. We believe, moreover,
that writers benefit from sharing their works in progress with knowledgeable,
attentive readers. Our collaborative methods mediate the individual, private
endeavor of writing and its social, public, participatory pursuits and aims.
Investigating a set of questions together is speculative, challenging, provisional
work. In these spaces, we read, we listen, we think, and we speak together–
then we revise our claims, fine-tune our terms, and adjust our points of view as
we learn from each other. Together, we pose new questions, questions
powerfully shaped through the prism of another perspective. Finally, writing
centers reconstitute the notion of expertise. In contrast to more hierarchical
conceptions of expertise (and where being in the know hinges on keeping
others out of the know), writing centers advance a more democratic model of
expertise as they work to redistribute power, encourage student responsibility
and control, ownership, active participation, and lateral partnerships.
In saying that writing centers can function, fruitfully, as “technologies” that
promote student-faculty communication and facilitate student learning by
explicitly delineating methods of making ideas clear, we are not arguing that
they are mechanical or automatic. To the contrary, writing centers destabilize
the notion that success in college is attributable solely to insider status or
preternatural savvy, and mediate meaning between groups of people who are
struggling to master academic language in all its variation. In saying that no
one knows innately “how to do school” or participate in academic discourse, we
are not suggesting that academics are nothing more than pretenders to the
throne of a cardboard kingdom. Rather, it may be that academics–and the
academy they create in their own image–can be improved by the practice of a
self-conscious hospitality that is open to spontaneity, unexpectedness, and the
potential tensions that are necessary for discovery. The point, in the end, is not
that writing centers grant outsiders a glimpse into the academy, or provide a
window for those inside to peer out: what writing centers offer is a space where
individuals can see one another across and in spite of their divisions, and speak
to one another.
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